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H(D/'F 'D'F*4'1 HF,/ AJG .J1 .DA D.J1 3DA HGH 3JCED E3J1) "('! 'DCFJ3) 'DE'1HFJ) DJ(BI FH1 CFJ3*F' E6J&'K AJ
'D41B HAJ CD 'D9'DE". Intense discussion in Congress on the arms of "Party of God" And draft against the
"terrorize"!Google Translated Arabic to English London - Books Hamid Griavi Considered among the official British and
U.S. firms in both London and Washington in "The situation is very hard line" launched by the President of the Executive
Authority of the "Lebanese Forces" Dr. Samir Geagea in front of the masses on 13 March last Sunday in Martyrs Square
in the heart of the capital Beirut, "a declaration of war directly and without rolling or rotation of the scheme, "Hezbollah,"
Iranian-backed Syrian regime in Damascus to control the destiny of Lebanon and turn it into a mini rogue like Iran and
Syria, and that the declaration of the top war Cedar Revolution and the forces of March 14 of Bdjadja and the "Lebanese
Forces" at both the security and logistics is a convert to the principle of eye for eye, tooth for a tooth, which means that if
Salt Hassan Nasrallah, Nabih Berri, and Surroundings themselves attack again on any area of the Lebanese Tardahm,
the gun will face the cannon and missile missile, and will include acts of war, which was restricted in the seventh of May
May 2008 and then in the Tower Abu Haider last year, singling out the Sunni parties in Beirut and the Druze in the
mountain areas, Iranian influence - Syria in Beirut and its suburbs and some other provinces under the glow of
"Hezbollah" and its weapons and its allies, what would the bombing of a new civil war may not until this time, only one of
two ways: the road to the end of allies and clients of Iran to the Lebanese territories, as happened to the Palestine
Liberation Organization in 1983, to which out fighters from Lebanon, ship and truck to Syria and 15 other Arab country, or
through the division of Lebanon into a mini or more according to the results new war, which will turn into a box for foreign
intervention more dangerous this time of the previous interventions, which was restricted at the end of the day on the
Syrian occupation. " Confirmed among the U.S. close to the State Department in Washington yesterday to a delegation
from the lobby, the Lebanese in the United States to declare "Geagea said the Cedar Revolution will not calm down or lie
before dropping a small state," Hezbollah "to reinstall the Lebanese state, and the demonstration on March 13 last
Sunday is to give point of departure for this process, which will not stop until the dissolution of the dilemma of Iranian
weapons - Syrian "- the Declaration of Geagea, this is a" proxy Tefhan everyone at home and abroad of the arrogance of
"Party of God" and his groups and his threats and his dominance and the use of weapons against unarmed civilians. "I
do not for the weak and moderation" .. And denounced the U.S. circles in front of the delegation expatriate Lebanese to
"the continuation of some of the leaders of March 14 to show weakness and moderate to attack their opponents in the
March 8, Kaltrdad constant that weapon," Hezbollah "has two: one to fight against Israel, a weapon of resistance and we
with him, and the other to implement the agenda of internal political direction control of the existing system and use the
heat gun and waving it sometimes. " Delegations from 14 March .. Revealed a lobby members Lebanese in Washington
unveiled the "editor" Arab in contact with him yesterday from London that the U.S. capital, "is preparing to receive the
delegates from the forces of March 14 to discuss the next stage after a demonstration on March 13 th of last Sunday,
which surprised all their immensity and its insistence to continue to approach democratic and autonomous free which I
have acted since the Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon in April (April) of 2005, and senior officials who they'll receive
these envoys of Lebanese from the Office of Vice President Joseph Biden and Hillary Clinton and her advisers and
deputies, led by Jeffrey Feltman, a former ambassador to Beirut and the supervisor the file Lebanese population, leading
to the Ministry of Defense and the CIA and his advisers national security and some aides of President Barack Obama's
close, you will listen to their demands new all intended to support the democratic project that appeared in the March 13 is
the disarmament of "Hezbollah" the implementation of international resolutions 1559 and 1680 and 1701 by various
means, even if including the resort to arms to fight the Iranian weapons and myopia and tone on the shoulders of the
Lebanese state and its people free. " Army defense take care! The head of the "World Council for Cedar Revolution" Joe
Baini in a statement signed by him and the Secretary General of the Council Engineer Tom Harb said yesterday that "the
board considered the march, millions last Sunday in Beirut, a sign of strength and determination of the Cedar Revolution
and Lebanese civil society on their struggle for freedom, justice and the implementation of Council resolutions all security
related to Lebanon, especially resolution 1559 calling for the disarming of local militias and alien weapons. " The
statement, sent to the "Editor's Arab," that "the Lebanese Diaspora salutes the courage of the participants in a
demonstration last Sunday, especially women and children and young people who sent us a clear message of hope and
freedom." The statement added: "The popular majority in Lebanon, after two elections Tcherieitin This demonstration
millions, you want to without the slightest doubt, to disarm the militias," Hezbollah "and inventory all military
responsibilities, however, the Lebanese army and UNIFIL, and we urge the United Nations, based on the This test of
popular expression, to begin the next steps for the implementation of resolution 1559 and disarm "Hezbollah." We
appreciate the courage of Prime Minister Hariri, who went directly to the masses of people asking their opinion to disarm
"Hezbollah" is allowed for the whole world to hear the answer is clear and explicit.
We are pleased to see the Lebanese people react intensively with the call to protest in spite of terrorist assassinations,
bombings and intimidation carried out by "Hezbollah" and his terrorist network in six years against unarmed civilians. "
The statement said, "The Council calls on politicians who ascended enlightening to observe the feelings and aspirations
of the masses who responded to the call to demonstrate raising the ceiling of their demands and announced clearly that
they want to implement Resolution 1559, brokered by the United Nations, not through concessions, great for the" Party of
God "in what they call the dialogue table. The people Lebanese had given to these politicians appealed for international
http://www.cedarsrevolution.net/jtphp
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help is clearly in order to get rid of the terrorist group, and these politicians are obliged to implement the will of the
people. The World Council contrary to calls by some politicians that the weapon "Party of God" should be directed to the
southern border will lead to a new regional war. Proliferation is the Lebanese people and the majority do not want any
war. The arms of the "Party of God" must be collected by the United Nations and the Lebanese army's southern border,
the organized take care of resolution 1701. "Project against terrorism, "party of God" The issuance of this statement
which was sent to the leaders of the Cedar Revolution and March 14 in Lebanon, and to senior government officials, at a
time which saw the U.S. Congress, one of the most important rallies the entire several years ago on "with strong
American support for the March 14 Movement, the occasion of the sixth anniversary of the Cedar Revolution in 2005,
where competed a number of senior congressmen, both Republican and Democrat alike to express their positions
principled known to stand by Lebanon and its people, and especially the Attorney Howard Berman, who revealed that he
was going to introduce a bill "against Hezbollah's terror" that would prevent U.S. aid and then the European and Arab
ministries will be carried out by the party in the new government, among other actions. " Said Rep. Nick J. Rahall II of
Lebanese descent, said that "when it comes to Lebanon there are no Democrats and Republicans, but we are united in
our support for Lebanon," while the other MP Darrell Issa said, "The Washington would stand with Lebanon in the face of
all foreign interference." A member of Congress Sheila Berkeley that "things (in Lebanon) in a very difficult day and there
is a challenge and those who led the revolution rice are facing a coup of the" Party of God. "As for Gary Ackerman, a
member of the Committee of Foreign Affairs of the Middle East and South Isaias stressed that" the Lebanese people
want and will take justice and freedom of self-determination, "while carrying Republican Rep. Steve Chabot and
Chairman of the Committee on foreign interventions in Lebanon, saying that" in six central Tunisia something happens
there when people saw his prime minister, kills, said of the Syrian occupation it is not desirable after today .. However, it
is unfortunate that Syria and Iran arming returned their "party of God" and still persist in meddling in Lebanon and
undermine the work of the Special Court do. "Only the Lebanese army! Berman noted in his speech highlights "the
participation of hundreds of thousands in demonstrations last Sunday in the courtyard of the martyrs and their prime
minister who took part Saad Hariri does not call for any weapon is a weapon the state nor the decision of war or peace is
the state's decision." And adding to the saying "there is a fight for Lebanon is the Lebanese army and under the
leadership of the country, and share your dream by the Lebanon the free independent free from outside interference and
militias and weapons," asserting that he would give legislation "against Hezbollah's terror" in front of the parliament. "For
his part, said Minister of Transportation and the American Lebanese origin Ray LaHood in Congress during the
ceremony that "the power of the Lebanese Americans inside the U.S. administration and Congress are the guarantee for
the unity of Lebanon and support for its strength and continuity even encountered some obstacles." The head of the
Foreign Relations Committee in Congress, Ileana Ros - to Itnn: likely to disagree with Republicans and Democrats on
several issues, but we remain in agreement and united on support for Lebanon to disarm "Hezbollah" and implement all
international resolutions, and the crisis that is going on in Lebanon can not be end, "remove the only weapon," Hezbollah
"and not send it to the south and away from home since 1701 to prevent the transfer of weapons to the region of
southern Lebanon is being an agent again to a devastating war." And the transfer of Professor Walid Phares adviser
Congress on terrorism, the Minister Lahoud as saying that "the unity of the situation between the administration of
President Obama, Congress, and clear in regard to support for the Lebanese against the control of the" Party of God,
"and that the consensus here is not to be in Lebanon, the two forces are the Lebanese army and United Nations ".
Maronite Union: World sponsor with Patriarch In carrying the message of the Maronites in the countries of
proliferationThe President of the World Maronite Union, Sheikh Sami Khoury following statement on the occasion of the
election of the Light patriarch of the Maronite Church: "Once again proving the Maronite Church Antioch as the Church of
the University of their faith and firm belief since ancient times. We have formed the Maronite Church, the basic
foundation of civil society in Lebanon, and sponsored by the church on their children at all times, and based on solid
foundations which he has established on the basis of Christ Church University two thousand years ago and even end of
the age, there were the Maronite Church in the East towards the path of truth and the life. The election of Bishop
Beshara Shepherd High respect to head the new patriarch of the Maronite Church and manages the affairs of the church
and her children in the homeland and the countries of proliferation culmination of a deep spiritual path defined by the
Maronite Church and established since St. Maron and to this day. We congratulate the sponsor of HB Bishara total
beatitude on his assumption of the helm Bkirki, Naahidh its stand in the Commissioner of his pontificate, and will spare
no effort in carrying the message of the Maronites wherever we are in all the countries of proliferation. We have a full
confidence Bgbtth is certainly good shepherd to all citizens in general and the Maronites in particular in Lebanon and the
countries of proliferation, we find a worthy successor to the best predecessor which will complete the process of parents
of the Maronite Church to keep the light of our church shining in the east and all over the world. "
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